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Ligand-induced twisting of nanoplatelets and their self-assembly into chiral ribbons
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The emergence of chirality is a central issue in chemistry, materials science, and biology. In nanoparticle assemblies, chirality has been shown to arise through a few different processes, but chiral organizations composed of plate-like nanoparticles, a class of material under scrutiny due to their wide applicative potential, have not yet been reported.

We show that ribbons of stacked board-shaped cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanoplatelets (NPLs) twist upon the addition of oleic acid ligand, leading to chiral ribbons that reach several micrometers in length and display a well-defined pitch of ~400 nm. We demonstrate that the chirality originates from surface strain caused by the ligand because isolated NPLs in dilute solution undergo a transition from a flat to a twisted shape as the ligand coverage increases. When the platelets are closely stacked within ribbons, the individual twist propagates over the whole ribbon length. These results show that a ligand-induced mechanical stress can strongly distort thin NPLs and that this stress can be expressed at a larger scale, paving the way to stress engineering in assemblies of nanocrystals. Such a structural change resulting from a simple external stimulus could have broad implications for the design of sensors and other responsive materials.

INTRODUCTION

Assembling colloidal nanocrystals into structures of higher order is an important condition to exploit their electronic, photonic, or magnetic properties in devices (1). Among the variety of these superstructures, chiral arrangements are particularly desirable because they could bring up specific chiral properties beneficial for applications such as chiral catalysis, enantioselective separation, or optical metamaterials (2). Chiral assemblies of nanoparticles have been shown to arise through a few different processes. The most common pathway is the use of a chiral template or ligand, which guides the assembly (3–5). For example, gold nanoparticles covered with purposely designed DNA ligands have been shown to arrange into chiral nanostructures, which display circular dichroism properties. When chiral ligands are attached at the surface of nanoparticles, they can break the symmetry of an achiral nanoparticle and act as a linking agent to induce nanoparticle chiral arrangements. However, other pathways have also been recently demonstrated. Photochemical reactions within CdS building blocks induce strain within ribbons of CdS/CdTe nanoparticles, which drives their twisting with a pitch of a few hundreds of nanometers (6). In another recent report, a magnetic field induces dipole-dipole interactions, which couple to other colloidal forces to induce the formation of chiral helices made of cubic magnetic nanoparticles (7).

Cadmium chalcogenide nanoplatelets (NPLs) are two-dimensional (2D) atomically flat nanoparticles coated with a monolayer of oleic acid (OA) ligand (8, 9). They display outstanding optical properties due to the extreme quantum confinement occurring along their thickness, such as pure fluorescent emission in the visible range, giant oscillator strength, low lasing threshold, or ultrafast fluorescence resonance energy transfer, which could all be exploited in future optoelectronic applications (10–15). Assembling these nanoparticles into larger superstructures paves the way toward tuning their excitonic properties in a controlled fashion (16), and assemblies such as giant anisotropic needles or threads composed of stacked NPLs that share similarities with living polymers have recently been obtained (17, 18).
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RESULTS

Five–monolayer (ML)–thick, board-shaped CdSe NPLs (8, 9) were synthesized as later described (see Materials and Methods). After thorough purification, the NPLs were dispersed in hexane. In their native state, they are covered with a monolayer of OA. Imaging by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of a fresh dispersion shows that the NPLs have a flat board-like shape with mean edge lengths of 7 and 22 nm (Fig. 1, A to C), that is, with an in-plane aspect ratio of about 3.

For NPL assembly, we use a drying scheme similar to that described in Jana et al. (18) (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 1D). However, instead of introducing a given amount of OA all at once before drying the colloidal dispersion, the total amount was divided in equal parts and added to the dispersion at regular intervals during drying. After drying, the precipitate was redispersed in hexane. TEM images of the resulting dispersion show ribbons (Fig. 2) composed of stacked NPLs, with a typical length ranging from 1 to 4 μm. Closer observation reveals that the ribbons are twisted. Instead of stacking face to face with parallel edges, consecutive NPLs in the same stack are rotated by a small angle, even though the NPLs remain centered on the ribbon axis. Therefore, an angular modulation appears along the ribbon with a period intermediate between the NPL thickness and the ribbon length. The distance over which particle rotation by 360° occurs (pitch) is typically around 400 nm. The pitch is uniform within each ribbon and over the different ribbons in the same sample. Electron tomography (Fig. 2I) on an individual ribbon reveals details of their 3D morphology, confirming their twisted nature. The presence of vacancy defects in the stacks, that is, places where one platelet seems to be missing, can also sometimes be noticed. Moreover, the shift between two neighboring platelets within a ribbon is not constant. In some parts, the platelets remain almost parallel, whereas fast platelet rotation occurs in other parts. We interpret these defects as drying artifacts because of the presence of the carbon film of the TEM grid. As the solvent evaporates, it is likely that hydrodynamic forces and particle adsorption sometimes distort the uniform helical structure of the threads to yield untwisted and twisted regions. These defects resemble 1D twist solitons (26, 27), which have already been observed in a variety of macromolecules.

As already observed in nontwisted threads of stacked square NPLs (18), the overall amount of OA in the medium affects the average length of the ribbons. In Fig. 2, TEM micrographs of twisted ribbons with two different OA concentrations are shown. For an OA total volume of 18 μl, added in three times to 6 ml of dispersion, small twisted stacks with a length below 1 μm are observed (Fig. 2D), whereas long ribbons of several micrometers appear with a larger amount of OA (45 μl), added in the same way (Fig. 2, A to C).

From the electron tomography of 18 different ribbons, we observed that there are about equal numbers (10 versus 8) of clockwise and counterclockwise twisted ribbons. Moreover, the chirality of each ribbon remains the same over its whole length. Circular dichroism spectra of dispersions of twisted ribbons did not show any signal in the NPL absorption region, confirming the racemic nature of these dispersions. The fact that equal amounts of the two enantiomers are present in suspension suggests a stochastic process where a local fluctuation in a given ribbon randomly initiates twisting with one handedness. Once the handedness is selected, the twist propagates over the whole length of the ribbon.

To better understand the formation mechanism of the twisted ribbons, we investigated by TEM and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) their intermediate formation stages by sampling small volumes of the drying suspension at different times (figs. S1 and S2). After the first addition of OA (step 1) and 1 day of drying, ribbons are already present in the solution, but they are not yet twisted. In contrast, after the second OA addition (step 2), some ribbons are twisted, but they do not display a regular pitch like in the final state (step 3). Instead, the pitch varies strongly within a given ribbon, and some ribbons are still not twisted. This suggests that twisting starts at random locations in some ribbons and that the pitch becomes uniform afterward, during drying. All SAXS patterns of the dispersion, at these three different steps (fig. S2), display two scattering peaks whose positions do not change over the whole process, confirming that the NPLs remain stacked and that the stacking period keeps constant. These results suggest that the combined effects of OA addition and evaporation make the NPL ribbons twist.

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy was used to investigate the organization of the alkane chains of the ligands coating the NPL during twisted ribbon self-assembly. Vibration bands in the CH₂ stretching region (2750 to 3000 cm⁻¹) provide information on the conformation of long
aliphatic chains in the liquid or crystalline states. The IR spectra (fig. S3 and table S1) show that the $d^+$ symmetric methylene C–H stretching mode shifts from 2865 cm$^{-1}$ for dispersed NPL to 2859 cm$^{-1}$ for twisted ribbons. The intensity of the band is also much higher for the latter. A similar, albeit smaller, shift toward lower wave numbers is also observed for the $d^-$ antisymmetric stretching mode. These facts point to an increasing order of the alkyl chain brush as the self-assembly proceeds because the wave numbers of the $d^+$ and $d^-$ transitions usually decrease upon liquid to crystalline transitions (28–31). Hence, the alkyl chains adopt a more ordered state, with more frequent all-trans conformations, during the formation of the twisted ribbons. This ordering of the ligands upon increase of surface coverage was recently demonstrated.

Fig. 2. Structural analysis of the twisted ribbons. (A to D) TEM images of twisted ribbons of various lengths at different magnifications. (E and F) HAADF-STEM images of twisted ribbons. The twist of the individual NPLs is small. (G) SAXS pattern of a dispersion of twisted ribbons. The two scattering peaks, at 1.0075 and 2.0141 nm$^{-1}$, respectively, are the first and second orders of diffraction from the NPL stacking and give the stacking period $d = 5.84$ nm. From this period, we deduce that there are around 70 NPLs within one pitch and that the mean rotation angle between two adjacent NPL is 5°. (H) Scheme of the twisted ribbon formation mechanism. Initially, flat NPLs are dispersed in solution. A first addition of OA followed by drying induces the formation of straight ribbons, which twist upon further addition of OA and drying. (I) 3D model from the tomographic reconstruction of a twisted ribbon.
in computer simulations of CdS quantum rods (32, 33). Because NPL purification is performed using ethanol, which is known to strip ligands off the particle surface (34), at the onset of self-assembly, the ligand brush should be sparse, with disorganized ligands having no preferential orientation. Upon OA addition, the surface coverage increases; this induces a higher degree of order of the alkyl chains, which, in turn, brings about the twisting of the ribbons through stress release.

To further test this scenario and confirm the presence of interfacial stress due to ligand adsorption, we added various amounts of OA to a dispersion of NPL in hexane without drying, to avoid ribbon formation. Then, the NPLs are not stacked and can freely change their shape upon ligand addition. The increase of OA concentration induced a transition of the individual NPL from a flat to a curved shape. When no OA is added, only flat NPLs are visible on the TEM grid (Figs. 1, A to C, and 3A). As the amount of OA increases, curved NPLs appear, and their proportion rises to almost 100% for ~10 μl of OA added to 2 ml of NPL solution in hexane (Fig. 3, B, C, and G). High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)–scanning TEM (STEM) (Fig. 3, D to F) images of the curved NPL display particles twisted like propeller blades, presenting a twist angle of ~45° occurring along their long edge. This geometry was confirmed by electron tomography experiments (fig. S4). To determine the crystallographic direction of the twist, we indexed the reticular planes in the different areas of the twisted NPLs (figs. S5 and S6). The NPL’s normal is along the [001] axis, whereas the long and short edges are along the [100] and [010] axes, respectively. Hence, the distorted geometry is obtained by twisting the initially flat NPLs along the [100] direction.

**DISCUSSION**

We now discuss the physical mechanism underlying this shape transition. Particle twisting usually involves negative Gaussian curvature and, therefore, stretching of the crystalline lattice. Because particle twisting is triggered by OA addition, the particle strain must be caused by ligand adsorption at the surface of the nanocrystals. Ligand self-assembly on surfaces can induce stress due to a mismatch between the crystalline and ligand lattices (35). Moreover, shifts of the IR vibration bands were also observed upon NPL twisting (fig. S7 and table S2). For plates, this elastic strain at the surfaces can induce twist (36–39) if the related energy is lower than that released by the surface organization of the ligands.
The order of magnitude of the energy to twist by an angle $\theta$ a plate with shear modulus $G$, thickness $e$, and lateral dimensions $w$ and $L$ (with $L > w$) is, neglecting nonlinear terms (40): $E_t = \frac{9 G e w^3}{L^2}$; with a shear modulus of 17.25 GPa (41), this corresponds to 12.5 eV per NPL. The ordering energy of a long-chain alkane ligand is typically 90 meV, represents a density of ~1 ligand/nm$^2$, which agrees well with the typical of only 140 ligands per NPL is required to match the twist energy. This represents a density of ~1 ligand/nm$^2$, which agrees well with the typical densities of ligands on semiconductor surfaces (0.6 to 4.6 ligands/nm$^2$). Moreover, the helicoidal shape of the NPL involves negative Gaussian curvature, which is related to the presence of elastic strain (36).

Close inspection of the HAADF-STEM images of the chiral ribbons (Fig. 2F) reveals that within the assemblies, many of the NPLs are also twisted. However, the twist angle of the stacked NPL is only ~10°, that is, much smaller than that observed (~45°) for isolated NPL. This could be due to van der Waals attractions between particles, which should flatten them to improve their packing. That is, the stacking constraint prevents the NPL from reaching their optimum twist deformation, leading to frustrated structures.

Although our experimental findings point to a change of surface stress induced by partial ligand adsorption and ordering, it is not clear yet how precisely OA is organized on the surface of the NPL. The flat-to–saddle-like shape transition suggests that there exists a gradient of strain between the center and the edges of the NPL. Compared to the original surface state, either the center is compressed and the edges are stress-free or the edges are dilated and the center remains unstrained. We expect partial crystallization to occur more favorably at the center of the plate because the ligands can explore more numerous configurations when they are located close to the edge. Under this hypothesis, increased packing order at the center of the NPL yields compressive stress on both sides of the NPL, and this stress decreases toward the particle rim. However, further experiments are needed to confirm this mechanism.

Here, we have shown that chiral ribbons made of CdSe NPLs could be formed through controlled drying of a colloidal dispersion while small amounts of OA ligand are added regularly. The physical origin of the twist lies in the strain induced by the ligands at the surface of the NPL. As the surface concentration increases, the conformation of the ligand alkyl chains changes and a gradient in ligand concentration is likely to build up on the faces of the NPLs. The configurational entropy of a ligand chain depends on its location on the faces of the NPLs because ligands close to the rim have more space to splay, whereas ligands in the center are more confined by a higher density of neighbors. We expect this inhomogeneity to play a role in the twisting at the NPL level. Thus, our work illustrates the potential of exploiting ligand-induced strain to tune the shape of 2D particles with thicknesses in the nanometer range. Together with out-of-equilibrium self-assembly strategies, this shape engineering method paves the way toward a better control of the orientational order within assemblies of nanocrystals. We expect that our approach should be easily generalized to other types of 2D nanoparticles and could be used to produce other original self-assembled nanostructures by tuning the internal strain transmitted by the ligands.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**NPL synthesis**

Cadmium oleate (404 mg), selenium powder (27 mg) (100 mesh, Aldrich), and octadecene (25 ml) (90% Aldrich) were introduced into a 50-ml three-neck round bottom flask, equipped with a septum, a temperature controller, and a condenser, and were kept under vacuum for 30 min. Afterward, the flask was purged with argon and the temperature was set to 240°C. At 180° to 190°C, the selenium started to dissolve and the solution turned clear yellow. When the temperature reached 205°C, the septum was withdrawn and 140 mg of cadmium acetate [Cd(OAc)$_2$, 2H$_2$O, Aldrich] was swiftly added into the flask. After the temperature reached 240°C, the reaction continued for 12 min, and 1 ml of OA was injected at the end. The flask was immediately cooled down to room temperature. At this stage, the reaction product was a mixture of 5-ML NPLs, a few 3-ML NPLs, and quantum dots in solution. The 5-ML NPLs were collected using size-selective precipitation by addition of ethanol and redispersion in hexane. This washing procedure was repeated three times, and NPLs were dispersed in hexane to prepare a stock solution for further self-assembly.

**NPL ribbon twisting**

One milliliter of the NPL stock solution was first diluted by adding 5 ml of hexane in a 20-ml vial to reach an optical density of the final NPL solution at 400 nm of 1.8. The dispersion was then sonicated for 10 min to obtain a clear transparent solution. The required amount of OA (for example, a total of 18 μl to produce small ribbons) was used for the self-assembly experiment. For a typical example, OA was added in three steps during the slow drying process. The vial was kept with its cap slightly open at room temperature to slowly evaporate the solvent. Typically, 6 μl of OA was initially added to the solution of NPL, mixed by gentle shaking, and then kept for slow drying by one-third of the total solution volume, which takes around 24 hours. At this time, 6 μl of OA was added, and the drying process was resumed to evaporate two-thirds of the total solution volume within another 24 hours. Then, another 6 μl of OA was added and the solution was completely dried in another 24 hours (total drying time of 72 hours). After complete evaporation, the deposit was redispersed in 4 ml of hexane. The dispersion looked slightly turbid and remained stable for days. To produce longer twisted ribbons, the procedure remains the same, but the volume of OA is increased from 18 to 45 μl.

**Electron microscopy**

Samples were prepared by depositing a droplet of the suspension on commercial carbon TEM grids. They were first analyzed using an Akashi Topcon EM-002B for TEM imaging, and then, electron tomography measurements were carried out for representative samples. The tomographic tilt series were acquired using a JEM 2010 Field Emission Gun TEM (JEOL) operating at 200 kV, for tilt angles ranging from +60° to −60° with increments of 2°. Images were recorded on a Gatan Ultrascan 4K camera at a nominal defocus of −500 nm and a magnification of 50,000. Data were processed with IMOD software (42) for manual alignment and for reconstruction using the simultaneous iterative reconstructive technique (SIRT) method.

The atomic structure was analyzed by STEM on a Nion UltraSTEM 200 operating at 200 kV and an HAADF detector with an inner collection angle of 70 mrad. The microscope was equipped with a spherical aberration corrector.

**Small-angle x-ray scattering**

SAXS experiments were performed on the SWING beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron, France (proposal number 20141010). Dispersions of self-assembled NPLs in hexane were transferred in glass capillaries. SAXS patterns were acquired, and images were reduced and normalized using standard beamline procedures.
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